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Abstract. The classical theorems concerning isomorphisms and automorphisms

of full linear groups are generalized to reduced primary Abelian groups and their

automorphism groups. Also, a duality theory for (not necessarily finite) reduced

Abelian p-groups is presented. ■

This paper is an investigation of the relationship between isomorphisms of the

automorphism groups and projectivities of the subgroup lattices of reduced primary

Abelian groups, generalizing the corresponding results on vector spaces ; cf. Baer

[2, Chapter VI] and Dieudonné [3, pp. 90-95]. The outline is like in Baer [2], the

details, however, are quite different.

In particular, a reduced Abelian />-group A may be isomorphic to its adjoint

group [ = maximal torsion subgroup of Horn ÍA, Z(pM))] without being finite

(Lemma 2.2), whereas it is well known that the group A has a dual in the category

of Abelian groups if and only if A is finite; cf. Fuchs [4, p. 312].

Our limitations are as follows. Firstly, we require that the Abelian groups under

consideration are ipp)-groups : a reduced Abelian group A is a ipp)-group if and

only if it is a nonzero />-group such that, for every cyclic direct summand P of A,

every complement of P in A has a cyclic direct summand of order greater than or

equal to the order of P. Secondly, for the same reason as in Leptin's paper [8], we

have to require that the prime number involved be greater than 3.

The organization of the material is as follows. In §§1 and 2, we collect results of

an [more or less] auxiliary nature. In particular, we show that Horn ÍA, B) is irre-

ducible as an (Aut A - Aut 5)-bimodule if A and B are reduced Abelian /^-groups

with p^2 (Lemma 1.9). §2 contains some results of the duality theory of [not

necessarily finite] reduced Abelian ^-groups, as they are needed in §§4 and 5.

In §3, we give a group-theoretical characterisation of stabilizers of direct sum-

mands of reduced Abelian />groups with p>3 (Theorem 3.4), and in §4 we use

this characterisation in order to prove our main theorem (Theorem 4.9).
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Finally, we show that the group of all automorphisms of the automorphism

group of a reduced Abelian (pp)-group with p > 3 splits, just as in the classical case

(Theorem 5.3).

Notation. The notation is standard, with the following possible exceptions:

[x\... ]=set of all elements x such that...,

{..., x,.. .} = [sub]group generated by the enclosed elements,

cG//=centralizer of H in G,

«G//=normalizer of// in G,

cG=caG=center of G,

G £//:=: G is a subgroup of//,

Gc//:=: GçHandG^H,

\G\ = order of G,

o(x) = order of the element x,

Exp G = exponent of the bounded group G,

Aut G = group of all automorphisms of the group G.

If A is an Abelian group, then

nA = [na\ ae A] for every integer n,

A[n] = [a | a e A and na=0] for every integer n,

End A = ring of all endomorphisms of A,

Ly4 = lattice of all subgroups of A,

HA = set of all proper direct summands of A,

f^=maximal torsion subgroup of A,

2i A¡ = subgroup generated by the subgroups Aiy

2* ^¡=cartesian sum [=product] of the Abelian groups A{,

2° Ax = direct sum of the Abelian groups At.

If//is a subgroup of the Abelian group A, then ZA H=[y e Aut A | A(y— \)^H

and H(y- 1) = 0] is the stabilizer of //in A.

If A is an Abelian group and if a is an involution [=automorphism of order 2

or 1] of A, then

A % = [x | x e A and xa = x],

Aa- = [x | xe A and xa= —x],

Z(/7co) = quasicyclic group of type p™,

A* = t Horn (A, Z(px)) for a reduced Abelian /j-group A.

1. Preliminaries.

Definition. Let A be an Abelian group and let H be a subgroup of A. Then the

stabilizer ZAH of H in A is the group of all automorphisms of A which induce the

identity automorphism in both H and A/H. We remark that the mapping y ->■ y— 1

induces an isomorphism of 2A// onto Horn (^4//7, //); cf. Hausen [6, Hilfssatz

1.4].
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Proposition 1.1. Let A be an Abelian group, let D be a direct summand of A and

let A = D © E= D © F. Then there exists a unique element y e ~LAD such that Ey = F.

The straightforward proof is left to the reader.

Lemma 1.2. Let A be an Abelian p-group. Then the intersection of all complements

of cyclic direct summands of A is equal to paA.

Proof. By [5, Theorem 9.6, p. 48], the intersection of all complements of a

direct summand B of A is equal to the maximal fully invariant subgroup of A

disjoint from B. Now the maximal fully invariant subgroup of A disjoint from a

cyclic direct summand of order pk is pkA, and thus the result follows.

The following propositions on involutions of Abelian /^-groups with p ^ 2 are

more or less known ; the proofs, being straightforward, are left to the reader.

Proposition 1.3. Let A be an Abelian p-group with p^2 and let a and ß be in-

volutions of A. Then we have

(a) A=A%®Ai,

(b) cAat>}=[yeAut^ | A\y = A\ and Aiy = Ai],

(c) a and ß commute if and only if

(*) A = On n Ai) © ÍA\ n Ai) © L41 n Ai) © ÍAi n Ai).

Proposition 1.4. Let A be an Abelian p-group with p + 2 and let a and ß be com-

muting involutions of A. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) A\çAi,

(b) A% £ Ai,

(c) A\ r\Ae+=0.

Proposition 1.5. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group with p =£2 and let a andß

be commuting involutions of A. Then the following are equivalent:

(a)Sa+n^+ = l,

(b)2a_ n21 = l,

(c) A\ C\Ai=0 or Ai O Ai =0.

Remark. The proof of Proposition 1.5 is based on property (*) in Proposition

1.3(c) and on the fact that for any two reduced Abelian/»-groups A^O and £#0,

there exist homomorphisms a: A-^ B and t. B^- A such that Aa=j¿0 and Bt^O.

Definition. Let A be a reduced Abelian /7-group and let a be an involution of A.

Then a is extreme if and only if the group of all involutions in the center of the

centralizer of {a, ß} has order not exceeding 8 for all involutions ß of A with aß=ßa;

cf. Dieudonné [3, p. 91].

Proposition 1.6. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group with p + 2 and let a be an

involution of A. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) a is extreme,

(b) A + or Ai is cyclic.
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Remark. The proof of Proposition 1.6 follows from Proposition 1.3(b) and (c)

and from the following facts:

( + ) A reduced /»-group is directly indecomposable if and only if it is cyclic;

cf. Fuchs [4, p. 80].

( + + ) If A + 0 is an Abelian p-group with p ^ 2, then the group of all involutions

in the center of Aut A has order 2.

Proposition 1.7. Let A and B be reduced Abelian p-groups and let o be a homo-

morphism of A into B such that for all homomorphisms r of B into A we have ot = 0

and tc7=0. Then o=0.

Proof. From ot=0 and to=0 for all t. B^ A we infer

(1) 2    ^skero-
z-.B-A

and

(2) Ao s    p|    ker t.
X-.B-.A

Case 1. B is not bounded or Exp B^ Exp A. Then for all x e A, there exists a

direct summand {y} of B with o(y)~¿o(x); and consequently, there exists a homo-

morphism t.B^A with yr = x. Hence 2t:s-,i Bt = A and from (1) we get A

= ker a and ct = 0.

Case 2. B is bounded and Exp B< Exp A. Since B is bounded, it is a direct sum

of cyclic groups ; let [B] be a basis of B. Since Exp B = Exp A, for all è e [B] there

exists a homomorphism rb:B^>A such that o(b) = o(brb) and ¿)'t¡) = 0 for all

¿>' e [B] with 6VÄ. Then we have

0 =   O  ker rb =    P)    ker t,
6e[B] i:B->,l

and from (2) it follows that ,4tr = 0 and ct = 0.    Q.E.D.

Proposition 1.8. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group, let {a} be a direct summand

of A and let x be an element of A with o(x)^o(a). Then there exist an integer n and

an automorphism y of A such that x = na + ay.

Proof. Let A ={a}© C and let x = n'a + c with ce C. Let o he defined by ao = c

and 0=0; since o(c) = 0(*) = °(fl)> a is an endomorphism of A. Since a2 = 0,

y= 1 +(j is an automorphism of A. Let n = ri — 1 ; then x = na + ay.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 1.9. Let A and B be reduced Abelian p-groups with p =£2 and let Horn (A, B)

= A © A, where both A and A are invariant under Aut A and Aut 5. Then it follows

that A = 0 or A = 0.

We remark here that Horn (A, B) is a (End A — End Ä)-bimodule.

Proof. Let us assume that A/0^ A; then there are three cases to consider:

Case 1. AAçpaB. Let o e Horn (A, B) with yl(7£{o}, where {b} is a direct

summand of B, and let 2?={6} © B'. Let the involution a e Aut 5 be defined by
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{b} = B% and B' = Bi; then aa = a. Since Horn ÍA, B) = A © A, there exist elements

8 e A and A e A such that a = 8 + A, and this implies 2<r=cr(a + l) = S(a+1) + A(a + 1).

Now ASçp^BçB' and this implies 8(a + l)=0. Hence, o = 2-1Xa + 2~1Xe A, and

we have shown that

(+) if a e Horn ÍA, B) such that Aa is contained in a cyclic direct summand of

B, then a e A.

Let O/Se A. By Proposition 1.8, A is generated by cyclic direct summands;

hence, there exists a cyclic direct summand {a} of A such that a8 ^ 0. Let A = {a} © Ä

and define ß e Aut A by {a}=.4Ä+ and A'=Ai ; then S' = (jS +1)8 e A, and we have

Ah' = {aS'} ̂  0   and   A'8' = 0.

Let {b} be a direct summand of B with o(è)^o(aS'), let p' = oib)/oia8') and let

b'—p^; then we have o(è') = o(a8'). Define a e Horn L4, 5) by aa=b' and /l'o-=0;

then o- e A by (+), and since A8'çpaB, there exists an element xe B such that

ab"=p'x. Then o(;c) = 0(¿>) and from Proposition 1.8 we get x=nb + by for some

y e Aut B. Hence, ain + y) e A and

aain + y) = b\n+y) = p'bin + y) = p'x = ao'.

Thus we get 0/or(«+y) = S' e A n A, a contradiction.

Case 2. AAçpaB. The same argument as in Case 1 yields the contradiction

A n A^O.

Case 3. AA£paB and AA£paB. Let 8 g A and A e A such that A8$paB and

AX£paB. Let a e A such that a8£paB. By Lemma 1.2, there exists a direct sum-

mand {b} of B, B={b} © B', such that aS = è* + Z>', where O^b* e {b} and ¿' e B'.

Let (6 e Aut B be defined by {b} = Bi and 5' = M ; then 8' = S(j8+1) e A, and we

have 0^A8' = {b*}ç{b}. Let 8" be a multiple of 8' with o(8")=/>; then ,48" has order

/> and it is contained in a cyclic direct summand of B. Applying the same argument

to A, we get

(1) There exist elements S e A and A e A of order p, such that A8 and AX are

contained in some (not necessarily the same) cyclic direct summand of B.

Let {bx} and {b2} be direct summands of B with A8ç{bx} and AXç{b2}. Clearly

we may assume that o(b1)^o(b2); let bt = [o(b2)/o(b1)]b2. Then o(b*) = o(bx), and

by Proposition 1.8 there exist y e Aut B and an integer n such that b* = nbx + bxy.

Let 8' = 8(n+y) e A; then A8'^=0 since o(è|) = o(è1) and

¿8' = Abin + y) s {ôJin + y) = {**} S {¿>2}.

We conclude that

(2) There exist elements 8 e A and A £ A of order p, such that A8 and AX are

contained in the same cyclic direct summand of B.

Let A8ç{b} and AXç{b}, where {è} is a direct summand of B. By Proposition

1.8, A is generated by its cyclic direct summands; let {aj and {a2} be direct sum-

mands of A such that ax8^0^a2X, and assume that o(a1)^o(a2). By Proposition
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1.8, there exist y e Aut A and an integer n such that a1 = na2 + a2y. Then we have

(n + y)8 e A and iz2(« + y)S = a18#0, and we conclude that

(3) There exist elements SeA and À e A of order p, a direct summand {a} of A

and a direct summand {b} of B, such that aS^O^aX and A8^{b} and AXç.{b}.

Let y4 = {a}©/4' and let a e Aut ^ be defined by {a} = A\ and A' = A1. Then

8' = (a+1)8 e A and A' = (« + l)Ae A, and A'8' = 0 = A'X'. Since {a}8' = {a}X', there

exists an integer n with 8' = «A', and this says 0^S' = mA' e A n A, a contradiction.

This completes the proof.

Definition. A reduced Abelian group ^4 is a (pp)-gro\xp if and only if ^4^0 and

A is a p-group such that A has two independent elements of maximal order if A is

bounded.

Evidently, the reduced Abelian p-gxoup A^O is a (/>/>)-group if and only if

whenever A={u}@ C, then C = {x}@ D with o(m)^o(jc).

Proposition 1.10. Let A be a reduced Abelian (pp)-group with p#2, /er {«} oe a

i//recr summand of A and let y be an automorphism of A[o(u)]. Then the following are

equivalent:

(a) Py=P for all cyclic direct summands P of A with \P\ So(u).

(b) There exists an integer n such that xy = nx for all x e A[o(u)].

Proof. Since the implication (b) => (a) is obvious, we need only to show that (a)

implies (b).

Let o(u)=pk and let A = {u}@ C; then A[pk] = {u}@ C[pk], and since A is a

(pp)-group, C [pk] is generated by elements of order pk. Let x e C[pk] with o(x) =pk.

Then {«}, {u + x} and {u — x} are direct summands of order pk of A, and hence, there

exist integers n, m and m' such that

uy = nu,   (u + x)y = m(u + x)   and   (u — x)y = m'(u — x).

It follows that

2nu = (m + m')u + (m — m')x

and since o(u) = o(x) =pk, this implies 2n=m+m and m=m' mod pk. Thus

2n=2m=2m'modpk; but />#2, and hence, n=m=m' mod pk. Consequently,

xy = nx for all x e C[pk] with o(x)=pk; and since C[pk] is generated by elements of

order pk, we get xy = nx for all jc e A[pk].    Q.E.D.

Corollary 1.11. Let A be a reduced Abelian (pp)-group with p ^2 and let y be

an automorphism of A. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) yec Aut A,

(b) Py=P for all cyclic direct summands P of A,

(c) Uy= U for all subgroups U of A.

Proof. Let yec Aut A. Then y centralizes every extreme involution of A, and

by Propositions 1.6 and 1.3(b) we get Py=P for all cyclic direct summands P of A.

Thus (a) implies (b).
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Assume that y satisfies (b) and let U be a cyclic subgroup of A. Then U lies in

some A[pk], and from Proposition 1.10 we infer that Uy= U. Thus we have shown

(c) for all cyclic subgroups of A ; and since every subgroup is generated by its

cyclic subgroups, this implies (c). Now (c) implies (b) trivially and (b) implies (a)

by Proposition 1.10.    Q.E.D.

2. Remarks on Horn and duality.

Notation. tA is the maximal torsion subgroup of the Abelian group A.

Lemma 2.1. Let A and C be Abelian p-groups and let B be a basic subgroup of A.

Then t Horn ÍA, C) is isomorphic to t Horn (/?, C).

Proof. Since torsion homomorphisms are small, from [9, (4.1), p. 233] we get

that for every a et Horn (/?, C) there exists a unique small homomorphism

a* : A -*■ C extending a ; and it is an immediate consequence that $ maps

t Horn ÍB, C) isomorphically onto t Horn ÍA, C).

Definition. Let A be a reduced Abelian /?-group. Then the adjoint group of A

is A* = t Horn ÍA, Zip™)).

Lemma 2.2. The following properties of the reduced Abelian p-group A are

equivalent:

(a) A~A*.

(b) A~A**.

(c) A~ 12*<i<ü) B¡, where each Bt is a finite direct sum ofcyclic groups oforder p'.

(d) A is torsion complete and every Ulm-invariant of A is finite.

Proof. Let A~A*; then A*~A** and thus (a) implies (b). Let A~A** and let

B=J,o<i<a Bi be a basic subgroup of A, where each Bt is a direct sum of cyclic

groups of order/?'. By Lemma 2.1, we get

A* ~ t Horn ( 2°  Bi, Z(P*)) a t   2*  P-t-
\0<i<co / 0<i<co

Hence, basic subgroups of A* are isomorphic to 2o<i<M Bf; cf. Fuchs [4, Theorem

29.6, p. 100]. By Lemma 2.1, we get

A ~ A** ~ t  2*  P**-
0<i<io

Hence, basic subgroups of A are isomorphic to 2o<i<ra Bf*, and thus we have

Bi~B** for all i. Now assume that \Bi\ =r^X0 for some i. Since Bt is a direct sum

of pairwise isomorphic cyclic groups, this implies \B**\=22'>r, contradicting

Bi~Bf*. Hence, each Bt is finite and we have shown that (b) implies (c).

Now if A satisfies (c), then 2o<i<to B¡ is isomorphic to a basic subgroup of A,

and this implies

A* ~(Hom( 2°  BitZip")\ ~ t   2* Bt-
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Since every B¡ is finite, we have B¡~B* for all /; hence, A~A* and we have shown

that (c) implies (a). Now the equivalence of (c) and (d) follows from [4, Theorem

34.1, p. 114], completing the proof.

Definition. Let o: A -> B be a homomorphism of reduced Abelian p-groups.

Then the adjoint of o is the homomorphism a*: B* -*■ A* defined by fo* = of for

all feB*.

Of course, the mapping *:ct^ct* has the usual properties, namely (ct+t)*

= ct* + t*, (<tt)* = t*<7*, (lA)* = lA., whenever ct+t and ctt are defined.

Definition. Let A be a reduced Abelianp-group. Then the mapping vA:A-> A**

is defined byf(xvA)=xffor all x e A and allfe A*.

Obviously, vA is a homomorphism.

Proposition 2.3. Let <j: A -*■ B be a homomorphism of reduced Abelian p-groups.

Then we have avB = vAo**.

The proof is left to the reader.

Definition. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group and let A* be its adjoint group.

If U^A, then U * = [fe A* | Uf=0] is the annihilator of U in v4*, and if VçA*,

then Kx = [x£^ | xV=0] is the annihilator of Fin .4.

Proposition 2.4. Ler A be a reduced Abelian p-group and let U<=,A such that

pa(A/U) = 0. Then we have UXX = U.

Remark. We have pa3(A/U)=0 if and only if U is closed in the p-adic topology

on A.

Proof. Clearly we have Uc¿Uxx; let us assume that £/<=£/**. Then there

exists an element xe Uxx with x $ U andpx e U; that is, x+U is an element of

order p in A/U. Hence, x+ U is contained in a cyclic direct summand of A/U—cf.

Fuchs [5, top of p. 80]—and thus there exists an element /' e (A/U)* with(x+ U)f

y^Q. Let c: A -> A/U be the canonical epimorphism and let f= cf. Then fe Ux

and, since xe Uxx, we get

0 = x/=x(c/') = (x+t/)/'^0,

a contradiction.

Corollary 2.5. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group with pcoA=0 and let Uç^A.

Then U= Uxx whenever U is a finite or cofinite subgroup or a direct summand of A.

Proposition 2.6. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group and let X be a finite set of

subgroups of A such that 0=f)Yex Y and A=Y+Y' for all Ye X, where Y'

— Oy*z€xZ. Then we have A* = J_Yex Yx.

Proof. Let X=[XU..., Xn] and let X¡ = 0j¥,i X¡ for all i. Then it follows by

standard arguments that A = ^° X't and Xj=Ji°¥,j X[ for ally, and the proposition

follows immediately.

Notation. If XzA, then X° is the annihilator of Xx in A**.
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Proposition 2.7. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group and let A = D® E. Then

A** = D°® E°, and we have D° ~ D** and DvA£ D°.

The straightforward proof is left to the reader.

Lemma 2.8. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group such that A~A*. Then vA is an

isomorphism of A onto A**.

Proof. Let -S=2o<i<<» Bi be a basic subgroup of A, where each B¡ is a direct

sum of cyclic groups of order p\ By Lemma 2.2, each B¡ is finite, and since vA is

monomorphic by Lemma 1.2, we get BiVA = B%~B**/for every i, by Proposition

2.7. For every n, let An^A with A = BX ©• • •© Bn © An. From Lemma 2.2 and

Proposition 2.7 it follows that A** = (BX ©• • •© Bn)° ® An = B¡®- ■ ■© B°®A°n

for all n, and since 5¡~A° is finite for every i, it follows that BvA = ^° BivA = ^° B°

is a basic subgroup of A**—cf. [5, Theorem 33.2, p. 140]. Hence, BvA is dense in

A**; moreover, every element of A** is limit of a bounded Cauchy sequence in

BvA—cf. [7, Lemma 10]—and since A is torsion complete by Lemma 2.2, it follows

that vA is epimorphic, completing the proof.

Proposition 2.9. Let Abe a reduced Abelian p-group such that A~A*. Then we

have vA.ivA)* = lA. and(vA)*vA.= lA....

Proof, (i) For all h e A* and for all x e A, we have

x[h(vA.[vA]*)] = x[\hvA,)ivA)*] = x[vA(hvA,)] = ixvA)ihvA.) = hixvA) = xh;

that is, vA.ivA)* = lA..

(ii) For all g e A*** and all e e A**, we have

e[g((»A)*VA.)] = e[(g[vA]*)vA.] = (g[vA]*)e = (vAg)e.

Now e=xvA for some x e A by Lemma 2.8, and this implies

e[#(WV)] = i<'Ag)(x"A) = x(vAg) = eg.

Hence, (vA)*vA.= lA,„.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 2.10. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group such that A~A*. Then the

mapping o—»o* is an anti-isomorphism of End A onto End A*.

Proof. Let a e End A such that a*=0. Then we have fo* = of=0 for allfe A*

and thus x(of) = (xo)f= 0 for all x e A and allfeA*. By Lemma 1.2, we get

Ao<^p°>A=0 and o=0; that is, * is one-to-one.

Let t e End ^* and let a e End A be defined by o=vat*va1. Then we have

a* = (va)~1t**va = va,t**(va.)'1 by Proposition 2.9, and from Proposition 2.3 we

get a* = t. Thus * is onto ; and clearly (a + t)* = a* + t* and (<tt)* = t*ct* for all

a, re End A, completing the proof.

Definition. Let A be a reduced Abelian /7-group such that A~A*. Then, by

the preceding lemma, * is an anti-isomorphism of End^4 onto End/I* and
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hence, * induces an anti-isomorphism of Aut A onto Aut A*. We define the iso-

morphism dA: Aut A -> Aut A* by y°A = (y*)~1 for all y e Aut A.

Proposition 2.11. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group such that A~A*. Then

we have (SX//)^=SA.//X whenever H=HXX.

Proof. Let y=l+oeI,AH. Then we have Ao^H and Ho=0 and this implies

(Ao)Hx=A(oHx) = A(Hxo*) = 0 and (Ho)A* = H(oA*) = H(A*o*) = 0; hence,

Hxo* = 0 and A*o*^H*. Thus y* = l +ct* eZA.Hx and we have shown that

(ZAH)*<=XA.HX.

Let 8 = 1 + t e2,A,Hx. By Lemma 2.10, we have t = ct* for some (jeEnd/L

Thus //xct* = 0 and ^*ct*s//x, that is, A(Hxo*)=A(oHx) = (Ao)Hx =0 and

H(A*e*)=(Ho)A* = 0. Hence, Ao<^Hxx=H by hypothesis and Hoçzp<°A = 0 by

Lemma 1.2. Thus y=l+CTeX¿/7 and y* = S, and we have shown that (2^/7)*

=ZA.HX. Now (LAH)* = (ZAH)eA, and this completes the proof.

3. Stabilizers of direct summands.

Proposition 3.1. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group with p>3, let r=Aut^4

and let S and a be automorphisms of A such that

(1) or*-l,

(2)(aS)2=l,

(3) 88y=8->8forallyeccr{a}.

Then there exists an involution ß of A with a/?=/Jo: such that

(a) (8-ßf=0,
(b) Aa+(8-ß)cA1 andAcL(8-ß)sAa+.

Proof. If a= ± 1, then (2) implies 82 = 1 and ß = 8 has properties (a) and (b).

Let «^ ± 1. Then Aa+ #0 and A°L ̂0 and we have A=A\ © A", by Proposition

1.3(a).

The ring of all endomorphisms of A is isomorphic to the ring of all matrices

Q I), where A e Horn (Aa+, A\), o e Horn (A\, Al), re Horn (At, A%) and

pe Horn (AI, AI); we shall regard this isomorphism as an identification. Thus

" = (o - ï) and the elements of cr{a} are, by Proposition 1.3(b), the matrices (g S¡),

where £ e Aut Aa+ and r¡ e Aut At.

Let S = (*  ¡;) and let y=(§  °) e cr{a}; then we have

\r,   *t£    7?_:W

Hence, from (2) it follows that 8_1 = a8a=(_J   ~J) and this implies

/l   0\      /A2-ctt   Act-o-o\

1 = \0    1/ = Vt-tA   p2-r<jj
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Hence,

(*) 1 = A2-ctt   and    1 = P2-ra.

Let y e ccr{a}. Then 88r = 8V8 by (3), and a straightforward computation shows that

( + ) f-'AfA+l-^T = XÇ-'Xi + or,-^

and

(++) r)~1T¿;o + r¡~1p7]p = tÇ~107) + p-q~1prj.

Now let 17= 1 ; then, by (*), we get

( + ') A£A + A2-1 = íAÍ-xAf+í(Aa-l)¿

from ( + ) and from (+ +) we get with £= 1

(++') p2-l+pr¡p = r}(p2-l)r¡ + 7¡pT1-1pT1.

Now let f=2 in ( + ') and ^ = 2 in (++')• Then ( + ') becomes 3A2-1 =6A2-4 and

(++') becomes 3p2— l=6p2—4; thus 3 = 3A2 and 3 = 3p2, and since p>3, this

implies A2 = 1 and p2 = 1 ; and from (*) we infer that

(o) en- = 0   and   Ta = 0.

Let j3=(o °); then j82 = l and aß=ßa and 8-ß = (° g). From (o) it follows that

(8-ß)2 = 0, and clearly we have A\(8-ß)cAi and Ai(8-ß)^A\.   Q.E.D.

Definition 3.2. Let T be a group and let a e Y be an involution. Then [a] is the

set of all subgroups A of T such that

(1) (aS)2 = l for all 8 e A,

(2) cr{a}cnrA,

(3) the mapping S -*■ S2 is an automorphism of A.

Let A be a subgroup of T. Then A is a-maximal if, and only if, A e [a] and A

is maximal with respect to this property.

Let A be a subgroup of T. Then A is a-indecomposable if, and only if, A is normal-

ized by cr{a} and, whenever A is a direct product of subgroups Ax and A2 which

are normalized by cr{a}, it follows that Ax = l or A2 = l.

Remarks. (A) Every group in [a] is Abelian. (B) [a] is inductive. (C) If AçT

is the direct product of its subgroups Ax and A2, then Al5 A2 e [a] implies A e [a].

Lemma 3.3. Let A be an Abelian p-group with p>3 and let a be an involution of A.

Then the following properties of the subgroup A ofT = Aut A are equivalent:

(1) A is a-maximal.

(a) A = {AnS«,Anï«},

(b) crWç«r(AnS«t)nnr(AnS«),

{ }   (c)   SI n cr(A n 2« ) = A n 21,

(d)  2a+ n cr(A n 21) = A n 2a+.
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Remark. In particular, every a-maximal subgroup A of T is the direct product

of A n 21 and À n Si, and these are normalized by cr{a}.

Proof. Let A be an a-maximal subgroup of V and suppose that «= ± 1. Then

from part (1) of Definition 3.2 we get S2 = 1 for all 8 e A, and from part (3) of the

same definition it follows that A = 1. Since 2+ = 1 =21 for a= ± 1, we get (2(a))-

(2(d)).

Suppose that a^ ±1. Then by Proposition 3.1, every element 8e A has the

form 8 = Q °p) with A £ Horn (A\, A\), oe Horn (A%, AI), r e Horn (,41, Aa+),

pe Horn (,41, .41) and

A2 = 1,   p2 = 1,   CTT = 0   and   tct = 0,

This implies S2 = (t1.   f) with ct't' = 0 and t'ct' = 0, and from A2 = A it follows that

(+) Every element 8 e A has the form S = (J   J) with ctt=0 and tct=0.

Let

A+

and

A_

A straightforward argument shows that A+ and A_ are subgroups of 21 and

21 respectively; and furthermore, we have A+ e [a] and A_ e [a]. Now the sub-

group A* generated by A+ and A_ is the direct product of A+ and A_, and this

implies A* e [a]. Since Aç A* and since A is a-maximal, we get A = A*, proving

(2(a)) and (2(b)).

Let A% =21 n crA_ and A* =21 n crA+ ; then we have A+ c A* and A_çAÎ,

and from cr{a}snrA+ n«rA_ we infer cr{u}çnrcrA+ n«rcrA_; thus cr{a}

ZnrA% and cr{a}£WrA*_, and consequently we have

A* e [a]   and   A* e [a].

Now the products A*^A_ and A+A* are direct products, and this implies

A* A_ e [a] and A+A*_ e [a]. Since Ac A* A_ and AçA+A* and since A is a-

maximal, we conclude that A = A+A*=A*^A_. Hence, A^ = A+ and A*=A_;

we have proved (2(c)) and (2(d)) and thus (1) implies (2).

Let A be a subgroup of T satisfying conditions (2(a))-(2(d)) and let A+ = A n 21

and A_ = A n 21 ; then from (2(b)) it follows that A+ e [a] and A_ e [a], and since

A is the direct product of A+ and A_ [by (2(a)), (2(c)), (2(d))], we have A e [a].

Let A* be an a-maximal subgroup of T containing A; A* exists because [a] is

inductive. Then we have

A+ s A* n2%   and   A_ ç A* n2i

= \y e 21 | y = I        | and Í        I e A for some a

e21 | y = I        I and I        I e A for some t •
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and application of (2(c)) and (2(d)) to A and A* yields A+=A* n 2a+ and A_

= A* n 21, and thus we have A={A+, A_} = A*. Thus (2) implies (1) and (1) and

(2) are equivalent.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.4. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group with p>3. Then the following

properties of the subgroup AofT = Aut A are equivalent :

(a) A is the stabilizer of a direct summand of A.

(b) There exists an involution aeF such that A is both a-maximal and a-indecom-

posable.

Proof. Let D be a direct summand of A, let A=1ZAD and let a be an involution

of A such that D = A\. Then we have A=2"$. and thus A satisfies conditions

(2(a)), (2(b)) and (2(d)) of Lemma 3.3.

Let 8 e 21 n cr2a+ and let 8 = (J I); then we have 88' = 8'8 for all 8' = (J ?) e 2« ,

and a straightforward computation shows that o-t = 0 and to-=0 for all r : Ai -> A\.

By Proposition 1.7, we infer that a=0 and 8=1, that is, 21 n cr21 = 1 ; and from

Lemma 3.3 we conclude that 21 = A is a-maximal.

Let A be the direct product of its subgroups Ax and A2, where both Ax and A2

are normalized by cr{a}.

By Hausen [6, Hilfssatz 1.4], the mapping y^-y—l induces an isomorphism of

A=2^1 onto Horn (Ai, A\). Hence, Horn (Ai, ^"+)=21 ©22, where

21 = (A1-l)Ul   and   Sa = (Aa-1) | At;

and since Ax and A2 are normalized by cr{a}, it follows that 2i and 22 are invariant

under both Aut A"+ and Aut Ai. Hence 2j=0 or 22 = 0 by Lemma 1.9; that is,

Aj = l or A2 = l. We have shown that A=21 is a-indecomposable and thus (a)

implies (b).

Let A be a subgroup of T and let a e Y be an involution such that A is both

a-maximal and a-indecomposable. By Lemma 3.3, A is the direct product of

A n 21 and A n 21, and these are normalized by cr{a}. Hence, A n 21 = 1 or

A n 21 = 1, that is, As2a+ or A s 21. Now 21 e [a] and 21 e [a], and since A

is a-maximal, it follows that A=21 or A=21. Thus (b) implies (a) and hence, (a)

and (b) are equivalent.

Lemma 3.5. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group with p>3 and let B and C be

elements of HA such that 2¿5=2¿C. Then B=C.

Proof. Let Y=Aut A and let a and ß be involutions of A such that B=Aa+ and

C=Ai. Then 2« =2» and this implies 8-1 = a8a=ß8ß for all Se2a+; that is,

aßecrzli.

Let 8=() °p)e cr21. Then 8 commutes with every (}- ?) e2l, and a straight-

forward computation shows that oV = 0 and t'o-=0 for all r'': Ai ->■ Aa+. From

Proposition 1.7 we infer that a=0, and we have shown that cr2ls21cr{a}.
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Thus we have aß=8y, where S e2i and y g cr{a}; and since S e2l it follows

that y £ cr2i. Now we have

( + ) ß = aSy

and hence, l=(a8y)2 = (a8)y(aS)y=(a8)(ay)(8y) = (a8)2y2; and since (a8)2 = l, we

gety2=l.

Since ay=ya, we have

(*) A = (At n A\) © (At n AL) © (AI n A\) © (At n AL)

by Proposition 1.3(c). If A"+ r\ At^O^At (^ A\, then there exists an endo-

morphismCTof^ such that 0^(At n A\)oçzA"+ n AL and Aa+o=0 = (AcL n At)o.

Then 1^8=l+CTe21 and Sv=l-cr=8~1; but y ecr2%, and this implies 8 = 8'1

and S2 = l, a contradiction. Hence,

^1 n .41 = 0   or   .41 n .4r+ = 0

and similarly it follows that

A\ nA\ =0   or   At n .41 = 0.

Since .41 #0#.41, from (*) it follows that y= 1 or y= — 1 ; and from ( + ) we infer

that j8=aS or j8= -a8, where Se 21.

Let xeA"+. Then we have x=xa and xa8=x8 = x, and we have shown that

Aa+çAa+ô. Hence,

A'i - i4«+©(>4i n^f);

let ;cE.4in.41d. Then x=xao=-x8, and this implies 2x=x-x8 — x(l-8)

e At n Aa+=0. Sincep7e2, we get x=0; hence, At n .41d = 0 and we have shown

that At = A%6.

Now assume that ß=— a8; then .41 =.41á = .4:a's=.4l, and this implies

.41 nAe+=0 and 21 n 2Ä+ = 1. Since 2«+ =2«, we get 2a+ = 1 and « = 1 or a= -1,

that is, B=0 or B = A, a contradiction.

Consequently, we have j8 = a8 and i?=.41=.41'î = .4/î+ = C, what we wanted to

show.

Definition. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group with p>3 and let T=Aut A.

Let HA be the set of all nontrivial direct summands of A and let HT be the set of

all subgroups A^ 1 of T such that A is a-maximal and a-indecomposable for some

involution a e T. Then, by Theorem 3.4, HT is the set of all stabilizers of elements

of HA. Let ZA:HA^ HT be defined by D -*2¿Z) for all D e HA. Then 2A is a

mapping of HA onto HF, and by Lemma 3.5, T,A is one-to-one. Let SA: HT -> HA

be the inverse of 2¿.

Proposition 3.6. Let A and B be reduced Abelian p-groups with p>3 and let

y be an isomorphism of A onto B. Then we have y~1(LAD)y='S,B(Dy)for all D e HA.
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In particular, if y is an automorphism of A, then we have

(a) ¿ZA(Dy) = (lZADy for all D e HA and

(b) SA(A->) = (SAA)y for all AeH Aut A.

The straightforward proof is left to the reader.

4. Induced projectivities.

Definition. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group with p > 3, let B be a reduced

Abelian ç-group with q > 3 and let </> be an isomorphism of Aut A onto Aut B. Let

AeH Aut A. Then, by Theorem 3.4, there exists an involution a e Aut A such that

A is a-maximal and a-indecomposable. Since <f> is an isomorphism, a* e Aut B is

an involution such that A* is a*-maximal and a^-indecomposable. By Theorem 3.4,

we have A* e H Aut B. We define the mapping 4>':HA-+ HB by D</>' = SB[(2¿Z))*]

for all D e HA.

Proposition 4.1. Let A, B and C be reduced primary Abelian groups of character-

istic greater than 3 and let </> : Aut A -> Aut B and i/i : Aut B -> Aut C be isomor-

phisms. Then we have (<pi/¡)' = <f>'\/¡'.

Proof. For all D e HA, we have

DW = (DW = Sc[(2B/tyT] = 5c[(2s5B[(2il/))*])*]

= Sc[C£ADf**] = £>(#)';

hence, (#)' = ff.

Proposition 4.2. Let A be a reduced Abelian p-group withp> 3, let Bbea reduced

Abelian q-group with q>3, let </> be an isomorphism of Aut A onto Aut B and suppose

that A is not cyclic. Then we have

(a) P=q,

(b) </>' is a one-to-one mapping of HA onto HB, and(<f>')~1 = (<p~1)',

(c) [Dy](f>' = [D<f>'W for all D e HA and all y e Aut A.

Proof. From Proposition 4.1 we get D = D<P'(cp-1)' and E=E(<p-1)'<p' for all

D e HA and all E e HB, and this proves (b).

Let De HA and let y e Aut A. Then ZA(Dy)=i%AD)r by Proposition 3.6(a), and

this implies [ZAiDy)r = [iZADyr. Hence, (Z>y)f = 5fl{[(2^£»)*]'*} = (ZtyV by

Proposition 3.6(b) and this is (c).

Since A is not cyclic, we have HA^0 ; let D e HA. Then D</>' e HB and thus

1ZAD~2B/)^'. Since the maximal torsion subgroup of 2AZ) is a nonzero /»-group

and since the maximal torsion subgroup of 2BD<¿' is a nonzero ^-group, it follows

that p=q and this is (a).

Proposition 4.3. Let A and B be reduced Abelian p-groups with p>3, let

<f>: Aut A-^» Aut B be an isomorphism and let D,EeHA such that DçzE. Then

D<f>'^E<p' orE<p'çD<p'.
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Proof. We may clearly assume that Dc E. Let A = D © C; then E=D@(En C),

and there exist commuting involutions a, ß of A such that D = Aa+ and E=Ae+.

Since At cAß+ and since AB+ =A'J, from Proposition 1.4 it follows that Aa+ n ,4+"

=^íi n ^1 =0, and from Proposition 1.5 we infer that

(*) 21 n21 = 1.

Now (2AZ))*=(21)*, and from Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 it follows that either

(1) DaV = 5B21* = Bf

or

(1') D<f>' = SS21* = Bt*;

and similarly, we have either

(2) E<f>' = 5«*

or

(2') E<f>' = Bt*.

Hence, we have to consider four cases :

Case 12. D<f>' = Bt* and Ea,' = BC. Then (S"+)*=2tf and(S*)*=2**, and from

Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 it follows that (21)*=21* and (21)* =21*. Now (*)

implies 21* n 21*= 1 and since 21*=2;«* and B'* = B+'*, we conclude that

B«? n 51* = 0   or   51* n 5«* = 0

by Proposition 1.5, and from Proposition 1.4 we infer that

51* c BÇ   or   5f c 51*.

Hence, D<f>'<^E</>' or E</>'<^ D</>', as desired.

The remaining three cases follow exactly the pattern of Case 12 and are left to

the reader.

Terminological note. In the following, a subgroup U^A is called cocyclic fin A]

if and only if A/U is cyclic.

Lemma 4.4. Let A and B be reduced Abelian (pp)-groups with p>3 and let

<f>: Aut A -> Aut 5 ¿>e an isomorphism. Then we have

(a) ffP e HA is cyclic or cocyclic, then P</>' is cyclic or cocyclic.

(b) </>' preserves orders and indices of cyclic and cocyclic direct summands.

(c) </>' is either an order-preserving or an order-reversing mapping of HA onto HB.

Of course, (c) means that either D</>' s E</>' for all D, Ee HA with D s E, or

E<l>'<=D<t>' for all D,EeHA with DçzE.

Proof. Let P e HA be cyclic or cocyclic. Then, by Proposition 1.6, there exists

an extreme involution a of A such that 5=.41, and since </> is an isomorphism,
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a* is an extreme involution of B; and from Proposition 1.6 we infer that Ba*

and Bi* are cyclic or cocyclic. Now P<f>' = Ba* or P<f>' = Ba*, and thus (a) is

proved.

Let PeHA be cyclic and let A=P® C. Then 2^P~Hom(C,P) by Hausen

[6, Hilfssatz 1.4], and since A is a ipp)-group, there exists a cyclic direct summand

ß of C with |ß|^[P|. Hence, \P\ =Exp2¿P.

Let Ce HA be cocyclic and let A = C © P. Then 2i4C~Hom (P, C) by Hausen

[6, Hilfssatz 1.4], and since A is a (/7/ri-group, there exists a cyclic direct summand

Q of C with |ß|^|P|. Hence, \A/C\ = \P\=ExpI,AC.

Now ~LAP~*LBP</>' for all P e HA, and from the preceding argument we get (b).

If rank A=2, then (c) is obvious; let rank A>2 in the following.

Let P and Q be cyclic direct summands of A such that \P\ = | Q\ and let A =P

@C=Q®D. Then C~D by Walker [10], and thus there exists a ye Aut .4

withPy=ß; and from Proposition 4.2(c) we get Q<p' = [PyW = [P<p']y*. Since P</>'

is cyclic or cocyclic, we get

(1) if P e HA is cyclic and P</>' is cyclic, then Q</>' is cyclic for every cyclic Q e HA

with |ß| = |P|, and

(1*) if P e HA is cyclic and P<f>' is cocyclic, then Q<f>' is cocyclic for every cyclic

QeHA with |ß| = |P|.

Let P and Q be cyclic direct summands of A such that |P|^|ß| and let

A=P® C. Since |ß|#|P|, there exists a cyclic Re HC with |Ä| = |ß|, and since

rank A > 2, we have P^P ®ReHA and /?c/> © R e HA.

Assume that P</>' is cyclic; then Proposition 4.3 implies P</>'<=iP© R)</>'. Suppose

that R(p' is cocyclic; then (/* © R)<f>''<= R</>' by Proposition 4.3, and this implies

P<f>'<=■ R<f>'. Hence, P<=R or R<=P, a contradiction. Thus R</>' is cyclic, and since

\B\ = | Q\, from (1) we infer that Q</>' is cyclic. We conclude that

(2) if P</>' is cyclic for some cyclic P e HA, then P<f>' is cyclic for every cyclic

PeHA.

Dualizing, we get

(2*) if P<p' is cocyclic for some cyclic P e HA, then P</>' is cocyclic for every

cyclic Pe HA.

Let X, Ye HA such that X<= Y and let A = X@D=Y@E. Then Y=X

®iYn D)andA = X@iYn D)®E,and since Je y, we have Yn D^O. This

implies that there exists a cyclic P e HA such that fe y and P$ X$P.

Assume that P</>' is cyclic; then /><£'<= Y</>' by Proposition 4.3. Suppose that

Y<p'<=X<f>'; then P<f>'^X<f>' and this implies ?c y 0r X^P, a contradiction. Hence

A^'c Y</>', and from (2) we conclude that

(3) if P(/>' is cyclic for some cyclic PeHA, then we have A^'s Y</>' for all

Z, Te//^1 with X^Y.

Dualizing, we get

(3*) if P<f>' is cocyclic for some cyclic P e HA, then we have Y<f>' S X</>' for all

Z, Ye HA withZsT.
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Since P</>' is either cyclic or cocyclic by (a), we conclude that </>' is either order-

preserving or order-reversing, and this is (c).

Remark. From Proposition 2.11 it follows that if A~A* and if 6A is the iso-

morphism of Proposition 2.11, then 6'A is order-reversing.

Lemma 4.5. Let A and B be reduced Abelian (pp)-groups with p>3, let </> be an

isomorphism of Aut A onto Aut 5 and let Alt..., Ane HA such that A = SîiiSn At.

Then we have

(a) 5=2ïaiSn^iri' 'ffi 's order-pre serving,

(b) 5* = 2ïgiân (A$)x if</>' is order-reversing.

Proof. Let ßi,...,ßn he involutions of 5 such that ßißj=ßjßi for all / and/ Then

an obvious induction argument yields

(+) B= 2° (5i;n...n5£);

—cf. Proposition 1.3. Let the involutions a1;..., an of A be defined by ocj|yit = lAt

for all i and on\A¡= — lA¡ for j^i. Then we have aiai=aJai for all i,j, and Ai = Aa±.

By Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.4, for all i we have Al<f>' = Bß+t, where ßt = af or

ßi= — af. Now 0:^1 = api for all i,j, and since <f> is an isomorphism, we infer that

ßißf^ßß, for all fand/
Let 196/; then we have .4, n .4y=0 and hence, 2a+< nE"'=l. Since (2a+')*=2i+>

for all i, we get 2*' n 2"+>= 1 and from Proposition 1.5 we infer that B"+l n 5^=0

or 51'n 51'= 0.

(a) Assume that <£' is order-preserving, let i^j and suppose that 5*' n 5^/0.

Since 5*' n 5^ is a direct summand of 5, there exists a cyclic 5 6 //.4 such that

Ps5íi n Bßj=A4' n .4^', and this implies

0 /5(f)"1 S^n^ = 0,

a contradiction. Consequently, 5^.' n 5^ = 0 for all /?*/, and from Proposition 1.4

we infer that Bf+'sB8J for all i=£j. Hence, (+) reduces to

B = (BBjr\---r\B8»)® 2° B+">
ISiSn

thus 2ïsiSn^i<£' is a direct summand of 5, and this implies 5=2ïgiSnA<£'> as

desired.

(b) Suppose that </>' is order-reversing. Then we have to consider two cases :

Case 1. n=2. Then we have a2=— a1; that is, A1=A°£ and A2=AaJ. Hence,

A2</>'=B8} and B=A1</>' ®A2<f>', and from Proposition 2.6 we get B* = (A1<f>')x

®(A2<f>')x.

Case 2. n>2. Then we have A¡® A¡eHA for all i±y, and hence, (A,® A¡)$

e HB is contained in A4' n ^^'. Thus ¿,f n A$ = B6¿ n 5^0 for all i'#y, and

this implies Bt>nB8j=0 for all /'#/ From Proposition 1.4 we infer that 51'

£5^ for all i'^y and, consequently, (+) reduces to

B = (B8¿n---r\ B8-) ® Vo  Bßj.
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Assume that B"? n• ■ • n B"+»=£0. Then there exists a cyclic P e HB with P^Atf

= /?*' for /= 1,..., n. Hence Pifi)'1 e HA is cocyclic and contains At for i=l,

..., n, a contradiction. Thus fi^1 rv • -n Bß« = 0 and, hence,

0=    fl   M'   and   B = Ai<p' + 0 A,<f>'   for i = 1,..., n;
lgign i#i

and from Proposition 2.6 we get B* = 2îgjg„ (Aé') *.   Q.E.D.

Notation. H0A is the [ordered] subset of /M consisting of all D e HA such that

D or ,4/D is finite.

Lemma 4.6. Let A and B be reduced Abelian ipp)-groups and let f be an order-

preserving mapping of H0A into H0B such that

(1) IfA = Ti¿iSn Ai with A, e H0A, then B^lstin AJ.

(2) IfP e H0A is cyclic, then Pfis cyclic and \Pf\ = |P|.

(3) If A={u} © C and if{u}f={u'}, then

(3.a) For every x e C[oiu)], there exists a unique element x' e Cf[oiu)] such that

{u+x}f={u'+x'}.

(3.b) The mapping x -> x' ofiC[<?(«)] into Cf[o(u)] is an isomorphism ofC[oiu)]

onto Cf[oiu)].

(3.c) Ifxe C[oiu)] such that {x} e H0A then {x}f={x'}.

Then, if {u} e H0A with o(w) =pk and {«}/= {u'}, there exists an isomorphism >/>

of A[pk] onto B[pk] such that w\> = u' and Pf=P>\> for every cyclic PeH0A with

\P\èpk.

The proof is an adaptation and modification of the methods of Baer [1, Theorem

II. 1.3]; cf. Fuchs [4, pp. 305-308].

Proof. Let A = {u}® C. Then B={u}f® Cf by (1), and from (2) we infer that

o(«) = o(w'). We define <\> as follows: if x e C[pk], then x<f> is the unique element x'

which exists by (3.a) with {u+x}fi={u' + x'}; and inu)t/i = nu' for all integers n.

By (3.b), 0 is an isomorphism of A[pk] onto B[pk],

Let P e H0A be cyclic with \P\ ¿pk and suppose that PsC or P={u+x} with

x e C[pk]; then we have Pf=P>/> by (3.c) and (3.a).

Let P e H0A be cyclic with \P\ Spk and suppose that P£C and P^{u + x} for

all x e C[pk]. Then we have P={p'u+x}, where k >j^ 1 and x e C[pk]; let \P\=p*.

Sincey'^ 1, it follows readily thatpi_1x has height i—\ in A; and since p'x=0, we

conclude that {x} is a direct summand of order p' of A ; cf. [4, top of p. 80]. Let

C={x}@ D. We consider two cases:

Case 1. i=k. Then A={x}®{u}@ D and {*}/= {*</-} [by (3.c)], and we have

{x + u}f={xt/i + u</i}. We apply (3) to {x} and {m}© D, and from (3.b) we get

Pf= {x+p'u}f= {xt+p'uM = Pf,

as desired.
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Case 2. i<k. Since A is a (pp)-group, there exists a cyclic direct summand {y}

of D with o(y)7tpk; let D = {y}@ E. Using (3), we find an element/ e 5 such that

{y}f={y'}> {y+ u}f={y' + «</>} and {u}f={u>/>}, and thus there exists a unique x'

such that {y+x}f={y' + x'} and {*}/={*'}. Then {>»+(«+*)}/= {/+(#+*')} by

(3.b), and from (3.c) we get {u+x}f={ui/i+x'}. But x' e C[pk], and thus x' = xif> by

the definition of >/>. Now {j' + (pJw+.x))/={/+(piWr'+*r')} by (3.b), and (3.c) im-

plies Pf={piu+x}f={(p'u + x)ip}=Pi/j, as desired. Hence, >/> is an isomorphism of

A[pk] onto B[pk] such that P^P«/- for every cyclic P e HA with |P| gpfc.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 4.7. Le/ A and B be reduced Abelian p-groups and let f be an order-pre-

serving mapping of H0A into HQB satisfying conditions (1), (2) of Lemma 4.6, such

that for every {u} e H0A and every u' e B with {u'} = {u}f, there exists a unique iso-

morphism 0U>U. ofA[o(u)] onto B[o(u)] such that u^u¡u- = u' andPf=Pif>uu.for every

cyclic P e H0A with \P\èo(u). Then there exists an isomorphism ^ of A onto B such

that Df= Di/jfor every D e H0A.

Proof. If A = 0, then (1) implies 5=0; hence, we may assume A ̂ 0 in the follow-

ing. Let M he the set of all positive integers k such that A has cyclic direct sum-

mands of order pk and let ke M. By hypothesis, there exists an isomorphism

i/>k: A[pk] -*■ B[pk] such that Pf=P^>k for every cyclic Pe H0A with \P\ gp\ Let

je M with k<j and let A={«} © {v} © C, where o(u) =p" and o(v) =p'. Then we

can find v' e B such that w\>VtV. = w\>k, and hence, i/i„ „. = ^ is an extension of </>k.

Hence, there exist isomorphisms i/>k: A[pk] -> B[pk] for all ke M, such that ift,

is an extension of 4>k whenever k £j, and such that P</>k=Pf for every cyclic P e H0A

with \P\ ¿pk. Let <f> be the map of A into 5 which coincides with i/ik on A[pk] for all

k e M; clearly «/t is a monomorphism.

Now if A is not bounded, then it is clear that </< is epimorphic, and if A is bounded

of exponent pk > 1 then every xe B with o(x) =pk generates a direct summand, so

that Exp B=pk = Exp A. Hence, </< is an isomorphism of A onto 5 such that Pf=P</>

for every cyclic P e H0A; and since D</> = Df for every D e H0A by (1), the proof is

complete.

Terminological note. A group is a (ppp)-group if and only if it is a nonzero p-

group which has three independent elements of maximal order if it is bounded.

Corollary 4.8. Let A and B be reduced Abelian (pp)-groups with p^2 and let

f: HA -*■ HB be an order-preserving mapping satisfying conditions (l)-(3) of Lemma

4.6. Then there exists an isomorphism >/j of A onto B such that Dif> = Dffor all D e HA,

and if A is a (ppp)-group, there exists a unique projectivity f* of LA onto LB

inducing f.

Proof, From Lemma 4.6 and Corollary 1.11 we infer that A, B and/satisfy the

requirements of Lemma 4.7. Hence, there exists an isomorphism </> of A onto 5

such that Pifi=5/for every cyclic P e HA ; and since D>/> £ Dffor D s HA, it follows

that D>l>=Df for all De HA.
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Let/* be the projectivity of LA onto LB induced by <fi, let A be a ippp)-group and

let g be another projectivity of LA onto LB inducing/. Then h=f*g~1 is an auto-

projectivity of LA, and since A is a ippp)-group, there exists an automorphism y

of A such that Uh = Uy for all UeLA; cf. [4, pp. 305-308]. In particular, we have

P=Py for every cyclic P e HA ; and it is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.11

that U= Uy= Uh for all U e LA. Consequently, g=f*, completing the proof.

Theorem 4.9. Let A and B be reduced Abelian ipp)-groups with p>3 and let <f>

be an isomorphism of Aut A onto Aut B. Then

(a) if</>' is order-preserving, there exists an isomorphism of A onto B inducing </>';

(b) if</>' is order-reversing, there exists an isomorphism of A onto B* inducing </>' x ;

and if A is a ippp)-group, then

(a') if $ is order-preserving, there exists a unique projectivity of LA onto LB

which extends </>' ;

(b') if </>' is order-reversing, there exists a unique projectivity of LA onto LB*

which extends </>' x .

Proof. Case A. </>' is order-preserving. Then from Lemma 4.4 and Lemma

4.5(a) we infer that A, B and </>' satisfy the requirements of Lemma 4.6, except for

(3).
Let A = {u}@ C, let o(u)=pk, let {u}<p'={u'} and let C<p' = C. Let AAC be the

group of all endomorphisms a of A such that Aa^C and Co=0. Then the mapping

<^u>c of C[pk] into A^C, defined by w(x<¿u>c)=x and C(x^uc)=0 for all x e C[pk],

is an isomorphism of C[pk] onto AAC; and in the same fashion we get an iso-

morphism </>u\c of C'[pk] onto ABC\

Let <pc- 2áC^ AAC be defined by ytyc=y— 1 for all y e¿ZAC; from Hausen [6,

Hilfssatz 1.4] it follows that >pc is an isomorphism of 2¿C onto A^C, and in the

same fashion, </rc. is an isomorphism of 2BC onto ABC.

Since 2BC' = (2j4C)'», it follows that the mapping a: C[pk] -> C'[pk], defined by

xa = [x<pUtCipd1]f>l>c4¿}c-

for all xeC[pk], is an isomorphism of C[pk] onto C'[pk]; let 8 = <pUtC>/ic-1 and

8' = <pu\c>lic'1-

Let x e C[pk]. Then we have uix8) = u+x, and from Proposition 4.2(c) we infer

that {u+x}<p' = [{«}(x8)]f = {u'}ix8y. But (x8)* = (xa)S' and, hence, {u+x}</>'

= {u'}ixa)8' = {u' + xa}. Letx' = .xa; then x' e C'[pk] and we ha\e{u + x}<f>' = {u' + x'}

for all x e C[pk].

Let x',x"eC'[pk] such that {u' + x'} = {u'+x"}, that is, riu'+x') = u'+x" for

some integer r. It follows that (r— l)u' = x" — rx' = 0 and thus we have r= 1 mod/.

Hence, rx' = x' and x' = x" ; and we have shown that the mapping x -> x' = xa

satisfies the requirements (3.a) and (3.b) of Lemma 4.6.

Let xeC[pk] such that {x}eHA. Since x8e1ZA{x}, we have (xS)* e 2B{;t}<£';

hence, x' = u'Hx8)tl- 1) e {x}</>' and since o(x) = o(x'), we get {x}</>' = {x'}.
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Hence, A, B and </>' satisfy all requirements of Corollary 4.8. We conclude that

(a) there exists an isomorphism of A onto 5 inducing </>' and, if A is a (ppp)-group,

(a') there exists a unique projectivity of LA onto LB which extends (/>'.

Case B. </>' is order-reversing. Then <f>' x is an order-preserving mapping of HA

into HB*, and from Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5(b) we infer that A, 5* and <f>' x

satisfy the requirements of Lemma 4.6, except for (3).

Let A = {u} © C, let o(u) =pk, let C<f>' = C and let u' e 5* such that [{u}</>']x = {u}.

Let the isomorphism <f>u<c: C[pk] -> AAC he defined as in Case A, and define

XC: AAC^-2j4C by oxc=l-o for all ct£ AaC; that xc is an isomorphism follows

from Hausen [6, Hilfssatz 1.4]. Let the isomorphism ¡/rc.: 2BC -*■ ABC be as in

Case A, and define cv: ABC -*■ [C']x[pk] by ocU' = ou' for all ct e ABC. Since C

is cyclic of order pk, it is clear that <v is an isomorphism.

Consequently, the mapping ß: C[pk] -> [C] " [pk], defined by

xß = [x<f>u,cXcV4'c'Cu-

for all x e Cfp*], is an isomorphism of C[pk] onto [C']x[pfc].

Let xeC[pk]. Then u+x=u(l +x</>u¡c), and consequently, we have {u+x}<f>'

= {u}</>'(l + *r>u,c)*- Now u' + xß = (l —x^u^cYu', and consequently,

(l+X^cfW + xß) = U'.

We conclude that {u+x}</>'(u' + xß)=[{u}<t>']u' = 0, that is, u' + xße [{u+x}<t>']x ;

and since o(m+x) = o(m'+^j8), we infer that [{u+x}<j>']x ={u'+xß}. Let x' = xjS;

then x' e [C']x[pk] and we have [{u+x}<f>']x ={u'+x'} for all xe C[pk].

Exactly as in Case A, it follows that the elements x' are unique; hence, the

mapping x -> x' = xß satisfies the requirements (3.a) and (3.b) of Lemma 4.6.

Let xeC[pk] such that {x}eHA. Then, since 1— x<£u>c e 2¿{;c}, we have

(l—x<t>UiCY e~LB{x}</>'; and consequently, [{x}<j>']x'= 0 and x'e [{x}<f>']x. But o(;c)

= o(x') and, hence, [{*}<£']x = {x'}.

Consequently, A, B* and </>' x satisfy all requirements of Corollary 4.8. We

conclude that (b) there exists an isomorphism of A onto 5* inducing </>' x and, if A

is a (ppp)-group, (b') there exists a unique projectivity of LA onto LB* which

extends <£' x .   Q.E.D.

Corollary 4.10. Let A and 5 be reduced Abelian (pp)-groups with p> 3 and let

</> be an isomorphism of Aut A onto Aut 5 jmc/í ?/¡a? <£' w order-reversing. Then we

have A~A*~B*~B; and if A is a finite (ppp)-group, then there exists one and only

one duality of LA onto LB which extends </>'.

Proof. By Theorem 4.9, applied to </> and tft'1, we have A~B* and B~A*. Thus

A*~B** and B*~A** and, consequently, A~A** and 5~5**; and from Lemma

2.2 we infer that A~A* and B~B*, proving the first part.

Suppose that A is a finite (ppp)-group. Then, by Theorem 4.9, there exists a

unique projectivity / of LA onto LB* extending <f>' x . Then h =/x is a duality of
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LA onto LB extending </>' x x =</>' [by Corollary 2.5] ; the unicity of h is an obvious

consequence of Theorem 4.9(b') and Corollary 2.5.

5. The automorphisms of Aut A.

Proposition 5.1. Let A be a reduced Abelian ipp)-group with p>3,letY = Aut A

and let <j> e Aut Y. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) Dip' = D for all D e HA,

(b) $ induces the identity automorphism in Y/cY.

Proof. Suppose that ¿ satisfies (a). Then we have Dy=[Dy]4>' = [Dtp']y = Dy*

for all y e Y and all D e HA by Proposition 4.2(c). Hence, D= Dy^y'1 for all y e Y

and all D e HA. From Corollary 1.11 we infer that y^y'1 e cY for all y e Y, and

this is (b).

Suppose that $ satisfies (b). Then, if a e Y is an involution, we have a* = a or

a*= — a since a* is an involution and a^a e cY. Let 1 /ScT be the stabilizer of

some direct summand of A and let a e Y be an involution such that 2=21 ; then

the preceding argument shows that 2*=21 or 2*=21.

Now suppose that 2* = (2«)*=21 and let l^l+o-e2a+. Then Aa^A\ and

A% (t=0, and we have (H-<t)*=/í(1 +a) e2l, where pecY. Hence,

Aiip-1 +/XO-) s Ai    and   Ai(p-1 +po) = 0.

Now we have Aa+pa=0 and Aipa^Ai, and this implies Aa+ ip — 1) = 0 and Aiip -1)

= 0. Hence, p = 1 and 1 ̂  1 + a e 21 n 21 = 1, a contradiction. This implies2*=2

for all 2 e HY, that is, Dip' = D for all D e HA, completing the proof.

Definition. Let A and B be groups and let tf>: Aut A -> Aut B be an isomor-

phism. Then </> is an induced isomorphism if, and only if, there exists an isomorphism

17: A-+- B inducing </>; that is, y*='i?_1yr/ for all y e Aut A.

Proposition 5.2. Let A and B be reduced Abelian ipp)-groups with p>3 and let

if> be an isomorphism of Aut A onto Aut B such that t/>' is order-preserving. Then there

exists one and only one induced isomorphism </> of Aut A onto Aut B such that </>' = tfi'.

The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.9, Proposition 3.6 and

Corollary 1.11.

Theorem 5.3. Let A be a reduced Abelian ipp)-group with p>3, let T = Aut A,

let II = Aut T and let A be the normal subgroup of II consisting of all automorphisms

of Y which induce the identity in Y/cY. Then Tl splits over A.

Proof. Let K be the subset of II consisting of all inner automorphisms of Y and

all automorphisms 6AX, where A: Aut A*-> Y is an induced isomorphism; since

0jßil = \A, we have 9AX = (eAX6A)eA\

Let A: Aut A* -> Y be an induced isomorphism and let r¡: A* -*■ A be an iso-

morphism inducing A. Let y e Y; then yeAMA=r¡*y**(r¡*)~1, and since y** = vA1yvA

by Proposition 2.3, we get

y°A™A = W,*)-1)-1^^*)-1).
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Consequently, ÔAX6A is an induced isomorphism of T onto Aut A*, induced by

vaÍV*)-1-

Let p.:T -*■ Aut A* be an induced isomorphism and let o: A-^- A* he an iso-

morphism inducing p..

Let y e Aut .4*. Then it follows from Propositions 2.3 and 2.9 that y9-*1=

vAyBi'vA \ and a straightforward computation shows that yB*1/l9-*1=(vAo*)y(vAa*)~1.

Hence, 6A~1p,ÖA~1 is an induced isomorphism of Aut A* onto T, induced by (^ct*)-1.

Now if A: Aut A* -> V is an induced isomorphism, then 6AX = (dAX6A)62l, and

if p: T ->■ Aut A* is an induced isomorphism, then pö^1 = 8A(dA~1p6A~1); and since

the inverses of induced isomorphisms and products of induced isomorphisms are

again induced isomorphisms, it follows readily that A' is a subgroup of II.

Let </> e IT. Then f e U is defined as follows:

Case 1. </>' is order-preserving. Then <£v is the [by Proposition 5.2] unique inner

automorphism of T such that (<f>v)' = </>'.

Case 2. </>' is order-reversing. Then A~A* by Corollary 4.10, and we have

8'A= x by Proposition 2.11; thus <f>0A is an isomorphism of T onto Aut A* such

that (</>9A)'=</>'x is order-preserving. By Proposition 5.2, there exists a unique

induced isomorphism </>K of T onto Aut A* such that (<f>Á)' = (j>6A)'; let <f>v=<f>h6A1.

Now four straightforward computations, based on Proposition 4.1 and on the

definition of A, will show that v is an endomorphism of FI. Now v2 = v and from

Proposition 5.1 we infer that A = ker v. Hence, II = AA' and A n K= 1, as desired.

Remark. If A is a (ppp)-group such that A is finite if A~A*, then the subgroup

K of n constructed above is isomorphic to the group of all auto-projectivities and

auto-dualities of LA.
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